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On behalf of the College of Arts and Sciences, I enthusiastically welcome all students, faculty, sponsors and guests to Symposium XV. The Symposium is a distinctive event, sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences, to celebrate excellence in
undergraduate creativity and research. Although recognized during its fourteen years
of existence as a 'one-day event to recognize the excellent work of our students,' the
Symposium is more than a brief celebration and sharing of students' successes. It
offers an opportunity for students to exhibit their creativity and scholarship in an
extended classroom setting and for faculty to work with them not merely as teachers
but as advisors and mentors. Thus, the Symposium supplies a glimpse at and a reminder of the highest ideals of the university experience.
Recognizing that extending the classroom is both a sound philosophy and a principle
promoting student success, the Office of the President has provided a grant for the
specific purpose of permitting students from all the University's colleges to share in
Symposium Xv. Therefore, I am especially pleased to welcome students and faculty
from other EMU colleges to join those from all seventeen departments of the College
of Arts and Sciences in today's events and activities.
The Symposium 'happens' on one day only after long hours of preparation by many
individuals. I am particularly grateful to this year's Symposium Planning Committee
for imaginative and resourceful preparation of a program that promises to be better
than ever. I further extend a warm welcome to our distinguished keynote speaker, Dr.
Blenda J. Wilson, and look forward with you to learning from her. Of course, I heartily congratulate the students whose outstanding achievements are being showcased
today and join with them in expressing appreciation to faculty and family members,
sponsors and guests, for essential and invaluable support. Thanks to the efforts of
many people, the Symposium has become an outstanding event. I hope you enjoy this
year's version and welcome you to celebrate academic excellence with us.
Cordially,
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ANSON ABRAHAM

- Professors Jamin Eisenbach and David Stanton, Sponsors

- Professor Teresa Morton, Sponsor

Molecular Genetic Markers for the Study of Hybridization in
Cattails. Typha latifolia and T. angustifolia hybridize to produce
T. x glauca. In order to assess the extent of hybridization, leaf
samples were collected from natural populations of these species.
Protocols for the extraction and amplification of DNA have been
developed and optimized. We will identify genetic marlcers that
are specific to the parent species and assay presumptive hybrids
for these markers. This will allow us to determine the degree of
introgression present in the hybrids.

Evaluation of the Effectiveness of the Miele G7781 Dental
Disinfector in Reducing Enterococcus faecium Contamination of
Dental Instruments. During the processing of soiled dental
instruments, personnel must scrub the instruments by hand putting themselves at risk of infection from microorganisms from
patients. In an effort to determine the validity of the Miele
manufacturer's claim that high level disinfection is achieved by
their machine, instruments contaminated with bacteria were washed
and cultured. The results of this study determined that the Miele
07781 Dental Disinfectorprovides a greater than 8 log reduction
of E.faecium on dental instruments.
DEBORAH S. BAILEY, LUCINDA MARTINELLI

- Professor Jamin Eisenbach, Sponsor
Ovioositional Preferences by the Moth LYrnnaecia ehragmitella
on DifferentCattails (Typha spp): Comparisons Under Mono- and
Polysoecific Conditions. Plant hybrid utilization by herbivores
depends on the plant species and conditions ex.amined. Preferences of the seed eating moth L. phragmitella were studied by
measuring larval and egg densities in the cattails, Typha lalifolia,
T. angustlfolia and their hybrid T . x.. glauca under monospecific
and polyspecific conditions. Results showed that larval densities
in the field and egg densities in the laboratory were highest in T.
latifolia and lowest in hybrids from mono- and polyspecific
stands.
TODD HELFMAN, BRIAN LINDMAN, BENJAMIN
WILEN KIN

- Professors Glenn Walker, Cbarles Bowen and Cathy Bach,
Sponsors
Can Parasites be Used as Biological Tags for Bloater Fish in Lake
Huron? Cyslidicolafaronias is a parasitic nematode found in the
swim bladder of bloater populations in Lake Huron. Many
characteristics of the parasite, including sex ratios, size, and
number, appear to be strongly influenced by their location. Preliminary results of this research suggest that C. faronias may be
used as a "biological tag" to determine the geographic discreteness of bloater stocks in Lake Huron.
DA VIDA JOHNSON

- Professor James VandenBosch, Sponsor
Distribution of Temperature-regulated Genes of the Salmonella
typhimurium Virulence Plasmid. Salmonella typhimurium is
I,OOO-times more infectious when it contains a piece of DNA
termed the virulence plasmid. All randomly generated gene
fusions in the virulence plasmid are temperature-regulated, expressed more at body temperature than at room temperature. Only
half the fusions in chromosomal genes are similarly regulated.
This study examines the effect of gene distribution on the regula-

TEEMU S. MAKINEN

- Professors Cathy Bach and Jamin Eisenbach, Sponsors
Effects of Controlled Herbivory on Trichome Production of
P haseo/us vulgaris. In addition to retarding water loss, trichomes
(leaf hairs) serve as the first line of defense against herbivores.
Effects of herbivore damage on trichome production of the kidney
bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) were studied by comparing trichome
densities on new leaves of plants damaged by Mexican bean
beetles (Epilachna varivestis) compared to undamaged control
plants. Results showed that P. vulgaris responded to herbivory
by increasing trichome production presumably to bener protect
itself against herbivory.
SUSAN SROKA, MARYBETH WYLLIE, MARCY
SIEGGREEN, CHERISE GABLE, KARIN AMOS

- Professor Jeff Schaeffer, Sponsor
Prevention of the Illegal Wildlife Trade: An Educational Alt
~ People who travel abroad purchase products or souvenirs
made from protected plants and animals. When they return, their
purchases are seized without compensation. An educational approach could save protected plants and animals by infonning
travelers of the consequences of their actions. We designed a
display to be placed at international airports that would educate
travelers about the illegal wildlife trade. Our display will focus on
examples of confiscated wildlife products in a visually appealing
environment.
NICOLE WEISENFELD, KELLIE KNOFF, SHARON
SUBJECT, DAWN EDWARDS

- Professor Jeff Schaeffer, Sponsor
Preventing Illegal Importation of Wildlife Products: An Educational Approach, International travelers often purchase products
made from protected wildlife. Upon return to the United States
their purchases are seized without compensation pursuant to
international treaty. We designed a display to be placed at international airports that would educate travelers about consequences
of purchasing these products, and the effects their purchases have
on protected plants and animals. Our display is designed to be
visually striking with large color photographs, and examples of
products seized by Customs.

Department of Chemistry

w ALTER BALFOUR
- Professor Jose C. Vites, Sponsor
Estimation of Organic and Inorganic Carbon in Soil in an Undergraduate Laboratory. The content of carbon present in soil is an
important factor in how pollutants travel in the soil subsurface.
Carbon present in soil can be classified in two types, organic and
inorganic. Standardized procedures for their analysis are well
established; however, they require specialized instruments. We
present experimental procedures that we have developed to estimate the content of organic and inorganic carbon present in soil.
They can be implemented in undergraduate laboratories with
great ease.

Department of Communication and Theatre
Arts
MIKE PEYTON, JENNIFER SPITZER, CINDY
FRANKLIN, KELL Y ROSS
- Professor Charles Eddlemon, Sponsor
Capturing the Essence of the Undergraduat.e S ymoosium. Through
interviews with administrators, faculty and sUIdents and actual
footage of the Symposium, this documentary style presentation
serves as an overview of the event, including its purpose and
beginning, the growth and changes that have occurred during its
history and the working relationship between sponsoring faculty
and student presenters.

Department of Psychology

ERMELINDA HARPER
- Professors Michael J. Brabec (Chemistry) and James
VandenBosch (Biology), Sponsors
Production of a cDNA Internal Standard for RT/PCR Amplification ofmRNA. Recombinant DNA technology was used to create
an internal standard (IS) for detennination of mRNA by reverse
transcriptaselpolymerase chain reaction amplification. A 255 bp
cDN A was amplified by PCR using primers that contained restriction sites. The cDNA was ligated into a pSP64 plasmid at the
HindII1 and BamHl restriction sites. The ligated plasmid was
transfected into E. coli competent cells. Restriction enzyme
analysis was used to ascertain the insenion and orientation of the
IS .

SANDRA HOLMES, VALERIE MAHONEY
- Professor Silvia von Kluge, Sponsor
Episodes of Sex, Drugs and Violence in Animated and Feature
Disney Films from 1956 - 1993. A content analysis of Disney
flims was conducted. Sexual behavior, violent behavior, substance use and other relevant characteristics were tabulated. It
was found that animated films portrayed more drugs, sex and
violence than feature films and that violence was the most frequent of those behaviors. In feature fllins violence was most
frequent in the 1956-1963 era (steadily declining thereafter), and
in animated films violence was high in the early and current eras,
dipping in the 1971-1978 era.

H. STEPHEN LEE
- Professor Michael J. Brabec, Sponsor
In vi tro Measurement of Heat S hock Protein 27 (HSP27) mRNA
Induced by Benomyl in Rat Lung Epithelial Cell (RLE) Cultures.
The induction of HSP27 mRNA in RLE cultures exposed to the
fungicide Benomyl was demonstrated by reverse transcriptase/
polymerase chain reaction amplification. RLE cultures were
exposedforfour hourst020and40uMBenomyi. Total RNA was
isolated from the cells and HSP27 mRNA amplified as a 177 bp
cDNA producL An increase of HSP27 mRNA was noted in the
Benomyl-exposed cells relative to unexposed control RLE cultures.

RALPH HOY
- Professor Dennis Delprato, Sponsor
Sequential Analysis of Therapy Interactions with Incarcerated
Substance Abusers. This research used sequential analytic methodology to identify patterns in interactions among participants in
group therapy. The group consisted of incarcerated substance
abusers and one therapist, as well as the observer. Data was
collected on the interactions among group members, including the
therapisL This analysis enabled the observer to better describe the
relationships between events that occurred during the therapy
sessions. Results will be illustrated with transition probabilities
and diagrams.

MUCHAELRENTSCHLER
- Professor Ronald M. Scott, Sponsor
Short Range Solvation of a Dinitrophenol-Diethylamine Proton
Transfer Complex by DiOxane. Solvents modify the reactivity of
chemicals by hydrogen bond fonnation between solute and solvent, a process called short range sol vation. When 2,4-dinitrophenol hydrogen bonds to diethylamine the phenolic proton may
transfer along the hydrogen bond to the amine nitrogen producing
a proton transfer complex. Dioxane as a solvent facilitates this
transfer, and we are investigating the thennodynamic parameters
of this short range solvation effect.

NIKOLA KING, TERRI SIMPKINS
- Professor Silvia von Kluge, Sponsor
IncidentsofSex, Drugsand Violence in Too-Grossing Films from
the 1950s -1990s. A content analysis of the six top-grossing films
from each decade was conducted. Sexual and violent behavior,
and substance use, as well as other relevant characteristics, were
tabulated. It was found that violence was portrayed most frequently with a low of five incidents on the average in the 1960s
and a high of twenty in the 1980s. Sexual behavior was consistently low in frequency (less than three incidents) while inebriation was portrayed more frequently (average five incidents).

DAN PRYOR, CHRISTOPHER MADDEN,
SUE PATTERSON, JASON HARPER
- Professor Kenneth Rusiniak, Sponsor
The Effects of Selectiveand Non-selec6ve Anticholinergic Drugs
on Conditioned Flavor Aversion. The neurotransmitter acetylcholine is involved in learning and memory . Our experiment
tested the effects of two types of drugs that block the action of
acetylcholine. One drug was scopolamine, which blocks most
receptors for acetylcholine; the other drug was a Parke-Davis
experimental compound, which blocks some types of muscarinic
receptors. Drugs were given during learning trials or on memory
trials in a conditioned flavor aversion learning task. The drugs
influenced this type of learning.
ELISEBETH WROBLEWSKI, KRIS HOLMBERG
- Professor Silvia von Kluge, Sponsor
Episodes of Sex, Drugs and Violence in Oscar- and People's
Choice- Winning and Top-Grossing Films from 1975,1980,1985
and 1990. A content analysis of award-winning films was
conducted. Sexual behavior, violent behavior, and substance use,
as well as other relevant characteristics, were tabulated. Oscarwinning movies contained the least violence and sex, and topgrossing flims, the least alcohol consumption. The People's
Choice and top-grossing films displayed equally high violence
measures (an average of 15 episodes). AIl three categories
contained very little sexual behavior.

COLlEGE OF EDUCATION

Department of SpeCial Education
CARLENE PEPPER
- Professor Dorothea French, Sponsor
Isolation and the Hearing-Impaired Adolescent. This survey
explored the differences and similarities between hearing and
hearing-impaired adolescents with regard to social interaction,
isolation , self-esteem, responsibility and independence. More
similarities than differences were found. Differences were found
in relationships with parents and teachers, number of friends , and
frequency of dating. The findings raised questions about relationships between insecurity and lack of opportunity and between
dependence and support in these areas.

COLlEGE OF HEAlTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Department ofAssociated Health
Professions
KELL Y St. GEORGE
- Professor Clifford Renk, Sponsor
Effect of Bacteria and Antibiotics on Histamine Release from the
Mast Cell Line, RBL-2H3. Histamine is a potent mediator in
inflammation. Non-lgE mediated release of histamine by bacteria
could contribute to the morbidity observed in infections. Experiments with various bacterial strains demonstrated that Gram
negative bacteria were effective inducers of histamine release
compared to Gram positive bacteria. Addition of quinolone antibiotics at 1-2 ug/ml (MIC) did not alter histamine release in
bacterial cultures and the antibiotics did not stimulate histamine
release alone when compared to controls.

COlLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

Department of Industrial Technology
HEATHER BOPP
- Professor Timothy Doyle, Sponsor
Aircraft Expense Worksheet. This LOUIS spreadsheet program
quantifies the fixed, variable and maintenance costs connected
with the operation of any target aircraft entered. Users enter
specific data and receive a monthly cost analysis. A table is
generated containing preventive maintenance costs and year to
date totals of all data entered.
MARK MORRISON
- Professor Timothy Doyle, Sponsor
Aircraft Accident Debris Analysis. This computer software program is designed to assist aircraft accident investigators in creating a wreckage pattern analysis. Calculations of magnetic bearing
and distance are taken by an analyst during a field survey and
entered into the program. Two graphs are then generated that
display both an overhead and profile view of the exact location of
debris at the accident site.

Poster Presentations
on display in
Guild Hall
9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
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Session A

8:30 a.m.

- 9:45 a.m.

Tower Room, 2nd Floor

Reception Room, 2nd Floor

Moderator: Wade Tumquist

Moderator: Heather Neff

Department of Chemistry:
J. PATRICK LANCASTER
- Professor Wade Tornquist, Sponsor
M~hlilli~U~ l!nr;! Kin!<ti~ Stl.!r;!~ Qf Eth~l!<n~ QI ~~Ql QxidatiQn.
YVONNE SCAGGS
- Professor Arthur Howard, Sponsor
An AI!l2rQach tQ th~ S~nthe~i ~ Qf Aza-alkalQ id ~.
BONNIE WIELAND
- Professor Wade Tornquist, Sponsor
A DeterminatiQn Qf Organi~ FunqiQngl QrQ!.!12 ElectrQ£hemici!l R~cUviti~·

Department of Interdisciplinary Technology:
MARK R. HOORNSTRA
- Professor Gerald "Skip" Lawver, Sponsor
Hl!zardQu~ Ml!teriS!I~: Sit~ Resoon~ Plan fQr Edwards B!:Qthe!]
Inc.
BONNIE R.W. SHEFFIELD
- Professor Gerald "Skip" Lawver, Sponsor
Qff-~ite Re~n~e StlllidarQ Ooerating PrQ£edur~ fQr Arrowhead Nurssen:.

Department of English Language and
Literature:
JAMEY KETNER
- Professor Sandy Norton, Sponsor
The Man~ WQrld~ Qf
VQice~ Within, VQice~ WithQut:
QwendQlyn BrQQk~.
TRISAKLIPP
- Professor Sandy Norton, Sponsor
An Anl!l~~i~ Qf Sandra RynzQ ' ~ "Adrienne Rich'~ VQice Qf
Tr!<ason,"
WENDY LePIORS
- Professor Heather NetT, Sponsor
Th~ In~tinct Qf Lov~ in TQni
WQm~n H~ll2ing WQm~n:
MQrri~Qn'~

BdQve,d.

Department of Psychology:
JAMES SCHUTTE
- Professor Dennis Delprato, Sponsor
Are We Teaching? Are We Learning?

Faculty Lounge, 2nd Floor

Moderator: William Tucker

Moderator: Carl Ojala

GRETTA HORTON
- Professor Patricia Zimmer, Sponsor
Bringing Drama tQ the PlayrQQm.

Department of English Language and
Literature:
LORIVOLNY
- Professor WiUiam Tucker, Sponsor
Bla~k Engli~h and i~ Iml2l!ctQn me Teaching QfLanguage Arts.

Department ofMathematics:
JENNIFER McLAUGHLIN
- Professor David C. Johnson, Sponsor
R~arching ~l!I~ylalQr :u:~~ in the ~lg~~rQQm.
STEPHANIE O'CONNOR
- Professors Carla Tayeh and John Ginther, Sponsors
M!.!1til2le InQi~l!lQr~ QfProblem-SQlving AQilit:x: in an ElemenWY S\;hQQl ~1~~rQQm,

Department of Physics and Astronomy.
CHRISTINE KRUSE
- Professor Norbert Vance, Sponsor
Internet Re~ources fQT Science EducatiQn in the Elemenilla
Sc hQQls .

Session A

8:30 a.m. - 9:45 a.m.

Main Lounge, 7sf Floor

Infermedia Gallery, 7sf Floor

Moderator: Nancy Allen

Moderator: Gary Hannan

Department of Sociology, Anthropology,
and Criminology:
GWEN HARRIGAN
- Professor E. L. Cerroni-Long, Sponsor
Mexican Art in Cyltura! and HislQrici!l CQntext.

Department of Communication and Theatre
Arts
CRISTINA DARGIS, CHELLE MARIE EHLERS, MEL
O'DOWD
- Professors Kathy Stacey (Communication and Theatre
Arts) and Georgea Langer (Teacher Education), Sponsors
The Value Qf Service Learning in College CQyrs~.
MICHAEL SAMMON
- Professors Sally McCracken (Communication and Theatre Arts) and Bette Warren (Mathematics), Sponsors
CQ<lificaLiQn Qf Faculty CQyncil OrganizatiQnal Procedyres.

Department of English Language and
literature:
KAREN BERNDT
- Professor Nancy Allen, Sponsor
CamI!Ys Crime.

Alumni Room, 2nd Floor
Department of Communication and Theatre
Arts:

I

Department of Sociology, Anthropology,
and Criminology:
JANICE HABARTH
- Professor Karen B. Ehrlich, Sponsor
Th~ EmQUQnal Rainbow: ~QmI!arativ~ DefinitiQn~ gt E~tem
Mi~higan llnive!]ity.

Department of English Language and
Literature:
MARK CHRISTENSEN
- Professor Bernard Miller, Sponsor
Ea~lem Mi~higan llniver~it~: An E~~ from Touri~m.
AKIKO TOYOHARA
- Professor Helen Aristar-Dry, Sponsor
Th~ Diff~r~nc~ Betw~en Iru;1ane~ lillQ Ameri~lill PQlitene~~
Strategies.
KATHLEEN WILSON
- Professor Sheila Ingersoll, Sponsor
~r~tiQn M~th~ Qf Au~tralii:! .

Department of Geography and Geology:
BRENDA M. FOX
- Professor Gabriel Cherem, Sponsor
~yltural KnQwledge:
Bridging the Qall in Q!.!~t S~rvice
Delivea Wimin the Trnvellilld TQuri~m InQu~ta.

Department of Biology:
ARON J. GANNON
- Professors Cathy Bach and Glenn Walker, Sponsors
The Effects of SQYbean TrichQme Density Qn Mexiclill Bean
Beetle DevelQl2ment.
CAROL LANDRY
- Professors Gary Hannan and David Stanton, Sponsors
Genetic Dive!]ity Within lillQ Between PQDylgtiQns of Iris
lacustris,
BARBARA WEILER
- Professor James VandenBosch, Sponsor
Effect Qf IrQn on Salmonella typhimurium Qenes EXI2TesseQ in
~

Department of English Language and
Literature:
KIMBERLY KAPRON
- Professor Philip Arrington, Sponsor
WhQ's in Charge?: Patient AmQnQm:x: lillQ me Chlillging Role
Qf me Ph~sici(ln.

Department of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance:

Department ofAssociated Health
Professions:
ST ACIE LAWRENCE
- Professor Ben Atchison, Sponsor
Occ@atiQnal TheraI!~ in the SchQQI System: Making the Most
Qf InclusiQn. A PiIQt StyQy.

JAMES DORAN, MELISSA SCHUMACHER
- Professor Marisa Miller, Sponsor
An Al!:!Ieuc Trniner' s llnQemanding of ROtatQr CyffPrQQlems
Associl!ted with the OverhlillQ Amlete,

Salon, 2nd Floor
Moderator: Daniel Foster
Department ofMusic:
YU-TJNG FAN, violinist, SARAH LEE, pianist
- Professor Daniel Foster, Sponsor
PerfQrm an ce Qf "RecitativQ and ScherzQ," Q~ Kreisler, and "ScherZQ in C minQr," b~ Brahms .
JANICE SCHLAFF
- Professor Armand Abramson, Sponsor
"Premiere Rhapsodie" Q~ Cll!ude DeQUSS~ .
MA ITHEW KAZMIERSKI (Lois Kaarre, accompaniment)
- Professor Whitney Prince, Sponsor
CQncertQ fQr MarimQa anQ Orchestra Q~ Ne~ RQsaUTQ 1. Sl!udacaQ (Greetings) II. LamentQ (LarnenO m. DlillCl! CDl!nce)
IV. DesreQicta (Farew!<Jl).
JENNIFER BILBIE
- Professor Derek Weller, Sponsor
Performance of George Frideric Handel's Sonata No, 3 in G major for String Bass and Piano,
ZIDHUATANG
- Professor Dady Mehta, Sponsor
" ScarbQ" fwrn "Gl!S1)arQ Qe Ii:! nuit" b~ Maurice Ravel.

Department of Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance:
SELENA NICOLE WILLIAMS
- Professor Linda Hemmelgarn, Sponsor
Angel s AbQve Us.

10:00 a.m. - 11 :15 a.m.

Session B
Tower Room, 2nd Floor

Reception Room, 2nd Floor

Intermedia Gallery, 7st Floor

Moderator: John Cooper

Moderator. Harry Eiss

Moderator: Igor Beginin

JOHN GOLDSMITH
- Professor Maria C. MiUetti, Sponsor
Multiple Hydrogen Bonding in Amine and Phenol Solvation by

Lewis Bases.
CHRISTA HUGHES
- Professor Stephen Brewer, Sponsor

Arts:

STEVEN GOOSEN
- Professor John Cooper, Sponsor

DA YID CARLYLE PHILLIPS
- Professor Wallace Bridges, Sponsor

I Heard a Fly.

On Defining Greatness.

Department of Computer Science:
ANTHONY A. GALDIKAS
- Professor Hartmut HOft., Sponsor
An Exploration of Oscillating Systems with Mathematica.

KAREN C. UEBERROTH
- Professor Michael Zeiger, Sponsor
Computer Literacy in the Year 200l.

Department of Interdisciplinary Technology:

A Longitudinal Analysis of the Portrayal of African Americans
on Television.

Black Art: A Carrier of EXPerience and Traditions.

WHISPER GREGORY
- Professor Harry Eiss, Sponsor

Department of Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies:

KENNETH KARGES
- Professor Sandy Norton, Sponsor
Absurdity and "The Lottery."

GARY BARTZ
- Professor Philip Schmitz, Sponsor

Women's Studies Program

CHRISTINA GARCIA
- Professor James Robinson, Sponsor

Department of Rne Arts:
ROBERT THRONE
- Professor Igor Beginin, Sponsor

Department of History and Philosophy:

Surrealism and the Phenomena of Automatic Writing and
Objective Chance,

Department of Communication and Theatre
Arts:
Stereotypes and Interracial Communication.

A Response to Anti-Feminism in WarershiQ Down.

THERESA BAKER
- Professor Thomas R. Vosteen, Sponsor

Department ofAfrican American Studies:
MICHAEL FORBES
- Professor Melvin T. Peters, Sponsor

Department of English Language and
literature:

ANGELA ZANDER
- Professor John Cooper, Sponsor

Advances in Rapid Analysis of Water for ContaminantS.

Blood Sugar MonitorCI~

Department of Communication and Theatre

Department of Communication and Theatre
Arts:

Department of Chemistry:

10:00 a.m. - 11 :15 a.m.

Alumni Room, 2nd Floor

Moderator: Stephen Brewer

YVONNE SCAGGS
- Professor John Preston, Sponsor

Session B

Constantine the Great: A Force in the Early Church.

VANESSA WAYNE
- Professors Margaret Crouch (Women's Studies) and
Lucy Liggett (Communication and Theatre Arts), Sponsors

DA YID STRAND
- Professor Thomas Franks, Sponsor

How We Look: Cinematic Shifts in the Image, the Gaze, and
Gender Politics.

The Absurd: A PhilosoDhical and Literary Analysis of Soren
Kierkegaard's Fear and Trembling.

The Use of Mechanical Imagery in Watercolor.

Department of SOCiology, Anthropology,
and Criminology:
SUSAN SCHNEIDER
- Professor Jay Weinstein, Sponsor
Twenty-Thirty: Visions for Education.

Faculty Lounge, 2nd Floor

Main Lounge, 7st Floor

Moderator. Carl Ojala

Moderator. Norbert Vance
Department of PhYSics and Astronomy:

Department of Economics:

TED VOSK
- Professor Weidian Shen, Sponsor

KEVIN J. LINDEN
- Professor Deb Figart, Sponsor

Site Asymmetry in SCanning Tunneling Microscopy of Graphite.

The 1994 Buick City Strike: An Updated Model.

JEFFREY MICHAEL WILSON
- Professor Norbert Vance, Sponsor

Department of Geography and Geology:
MARY LOU FRENDT
- Professor Gabriel Cherem, Sponsor

Observations of Periodic Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 Impacts With
JUDiter in the Visual and Radio (Decametric) Spectrum.

Churchill. Manitoba: Cultures and Environments.

SHARON HOUSTON
- Professor Carl F. Ojala, Sponsor
Deforestation and Its Effects on Climate.

Department of History and Philosophy:
THERESA GRITT
- Professor Joseph Engwenyu, Sponsor
Portraits in Strength: Life in Apartheid South Africa-The Lives
of Five Black South AfriCanS,

Department of Political Science:
MATTHEW R. HADER
- Professor Siba Grovogui, Sponsor
Organizational Decision-Making in U .S, Foreign Policy.

•

Department of Psychology:
JOSHUA COHEN
- Professor Dennis Delprato, Sponsor
Traditional vs, Modem Views on Hypnosis.

JASON HARPER
- Professor Kenneth Rusiniak, Sponsor
Neurological Processes in Spatial Abilities,

Department ofAssociated Health Professions:
VONDA M. MEDER
- Professor Judith Olson, Sponsor
Physical Agent Modalities: A Survey of Occupational Therapists'
Use and Views.

11 :30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.

Session C

Session C

11 :30 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.

Tower Room, 2nd Floor

Alumni Room, 2nd Floor

Reception Room, 2nd Floor

Infermedia Gallery, 1sf Floor

Moderator: E. L Cerroni-Long

Moderator: Sandra McClennen

Moderator: John Cooper

Moderator: Bernard Miller

Department of Sociology, Anthropology,
and Criminology
JAMES DWYER
- Professors E. L. Cerroni-Long (Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology) and Roger D. Long (History and
Philosophy), Sponsors
Colonial APPetites: New-World Plants in the Old World.

Department of Economics:
ANDREW SHIER
- Professor Michael Vogt, Sponsor
The German HyperinflatiQn 1918-1923: Causes and ConseQuences.

Department of Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies:
AIMEE GRANGER
- Professor John R. Hubbard, Sponsor
Right-Extremists in GermanY.

Department of Chemistry:
JEANETTE LaDUKE
- Professor Jose C. Vites, Sponsor
The Decomwsition of Pollutants Using Metal-Catalyzed
Sonochemistry.

Department of History and Philosophy:
RAYMOND C.SCHEPANSKY
- Professor Robert M. Citino, Sponsor
Omitted Consideration; The Development of German Defensive Doctrine. 1917-1941,

Department of Interdisciplinary Technology:
ANGELAZEPP
- Professor Taki Anagnostou, Sponsor
The Effect of Pigment Particle Size on the Color DevelQpment
Qf Latex Paint

Department of SpeCial Education:

Department ofAfrican American Studies:
DA VID GOLDBERG
- Professor Clovis E. Semmes, Sponsor
An EthnQgraphic Study Qf the HQmeless in Detmit.

Coatings Research Institute:
URSULA MARKOWSKI
- Professor John Massingill, Sponsor
Determination Qf Water in Coatings VQlatiles Utilizing Gas
ChromatQgraphy.

TAMARA S. HELSOM
- Professor Sandra McClennen, Sponsor
Theories Qf Bilingual EducatiQn Applied to Students With
Mental Retardation .
JUDY MUENCH
- Professor Sandra McClennen, Sponsor
Comparative Analysis Qf Programs for Children Pre-Natally
ExWsed to Crack Cocaine.

Department of Communication and Theatre
Arts:
MARTHA PRINCE
- Professor John Cooper, Sponsor
Social Consequences Qf the "Information Superhighway."

Department of Economics:
KATRINA M. COOK
- Professor Donald Pearson, Sponsor
Real World ECQnomics.
DAVID J. GLASSMAN
- Professor David Crary, Sponsor
The ECQnQmic Outlook: 1994-1996.
SHELLY K. TRUSLER
- Professor Deb Figart, Sponsor
Welfare Reform: Pacifying the Symptoms and Blind to the
~

SUZANNE VIKSNE
- Professor Deb Figart, Sponsor
Child Care: The Labor FQrce Issue of Our Time.

Department of Communication and Theatre Arts:
SANDRA CISNEROS
- Professor James Robinson, Sponsor
The Unknown Race,

Department of HiStory and Philosophy:
DEBORAH GRYNIEWICZ
- Professor Richard Goff, Sponsor
Fires of ResisJance: A Study of the ZOB in the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising Qf 1943.
JOHN WAGNER
- Professors Richard D. Goff and H. Roger King, Sponsors
Saints, Sinners. and Suffrage: The RelatiQnship Between PQIitical RepresentatiQn and
Criminal Justice in Massachusetts Bay, 1630-1635.

Department of Political Science:
KIMBERLY STRICKLAND
- Professor Siba Grovogui, Sponsor
A Crisis PQlicy TQward Africa Only Huns American Interests.
ELIZABETH W ATKINS
- Professor Siba Grovogui, Sponsor
JFK. Self-De1erminatiQn. and the CongQ Crisis.

ANGELA HERTLE
- Professor Shelia Ingerson, Sponsor
Myth Full of Bull: The Threads of Animal Manifestations in
Ancient Cultures and Myths.
CARIN C. STONIK
- Professor Sheila Ingerson, Sponsor
MQrgaine. Who Was Once Called MQrgan Le Fay.

Department of Rne Arts:
ALLENE B. BOUGHTON
- Professor Ellen C. Schwartz, Sponsor
Medieval MadQnna: A French GQthic Sculpture and its
Provenance.
JERRY ROBERT GOULETTE
- Professor Larry Freeman, Sponsor
The Peconstructed City.

Department of HiStory and Philosophy:
DAVID STRAND
- Professor Bonnie Brereton, Sponsor
Mystical UniQn within the Uoonishads .

Main Lounge, 1sf Floor

Faculty Lounge, 2nd Roor
Moderator. James Robinson

Department of English Language and
Literature:

Moderator: Chris Foreman
Department of Communication and Theatre Arts:
DAN BEDORE, AMY BRUNER, CHRIS CASELLO, LIZA FLEMING, MICHELLE JACOKES,
KEVIN MUKHERJEE
- Professor Cbris Foreman, Sponsor
"FQrrest Gump" Meets Lee Iacocca: Bringing the QrganizatiQnal Case Study to "Life" in the College ClasSroom.

Department of Foreign Languages and Bilingual Studies:
JAMES L. BERIGAN III, CATHERINE L. CHERNEY, NATALIEJ. DAVIS, RACHEL K. EBERT,
DAWN R. EDWARDS, MAYUMI ISHIKAWA, LANA A. PARKER, ANDREW R. PINCHOCK,
PATRICIA M. WEYER, ZITA-ANN M. STROTHER, FLORENCE S. WIITE
- Professor Sharon A. Robertson, Sponsor
Learning German ThTQugh Readers Theater.
TYLER VESS
- Professor Benjamin W. Palmer, Sponsor
Influences and Themes in French-Canadian Folk Music.

Department ofMUSic:
AMBER CLARK
- Professor Daniel Foster, Sponsor
Causes and Treatments Qf Overuse Injuries in MusicianS.
CYNTlflA STEMPLE
- Professor Marilyn N. Saker, Sponsor
Analysis QfFugue 21. B-flat Major. Book I. The Well-Tempered Clavier by Johann Sebastian Bach.

II

SessionPresentafion Abstracts
COUE6E OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Department ofAfrican American Studies
MICHAEL FORBES
- Professor Melvin T. Peters, Sponsor
Black Art: A Carrier of Experience and Traditions. This paper seeks to
understand thesocial, political, and economic importance of black art and
how it has been positioned in today's society. It begins with a historical
definition of art itself, its purpose, and how art is connected to other
disciplines, such as science, philosophy, and religion. This piece also
explores exactly how African American art was extracted from its westAfrican roots. African American art has an important place in today's
market as a commodity and has been adapted into forms of American
popular music and on screen images that often reflect stereotypes of
African American culture.

DA VID GOLDBERG
- Professor Clovis E, Semmes, Sponsor
An Ethnographic Study of the Homeless in Detroit. Through the eyes of
the h6meless, this study relays their interpretation of the trials and
tribulations of being homeless in Detroit. Furthermore, strategies used by
these men to maximize and cope with daily life are discussed. An
ethnographic method in order to humanize the homeless and reveal their
point of view is utilized.

Department of Biology
ARON J. GANNON
- Professors Cathy Bach and Glenn Walker, Sponsors
The Effects of Soybean Trichome Density on Mexican Bean Beetle
Develo.pment. Mexican bean beetle (£pilachna variveslis) performance
was studied by rearing larvae on three soybean (Glycine max) cultivars
varying in trichome Oeaf hair) density. Development time and feeding
preference varied among larval stages on the three cultivars, but total
development time did not differ significantly. However, mean pupal dry
weight was highest for larvae reared on the cultivar with the fewest
trichomes . This suggests that dense trichomes may pose some resistance
to the Mexican bean beetle.

CAROL LANDRY
- Professors Gary Hannan and David Stanton, Sponsors
Genetic Diversity within and between Populations of Iris lacustris. iris
lacustris is a threatened plant species endemic to the Great Lakes region
that propagates primarily through cloning. Preliminary data obtained by
random amplification of polymorphic DNA indicates that significant
genetic variation exists within and between populations, in contrast to
results from previous isozyme studies conducted on the same populations. Effects of gene flow between populations and estimates of genetic
diversity within and between populations are described. In addition,
implications for conservation efforts are discussed.

BARBARA WEILER
- Professor James VandenBosch, Sponsor
Effect onron on Salmonella typhimurium Genes Expressed in Serum. In

II

an infection, the bacteriumSabnonella typhimuriummay grow in serum.
This study used mutant strains to examine the regulation of genes
expressed by the bacterium in serum. The genes can be classed into at
least three groups based on their response to chemical signals in artificial
media. All three classes of genes are regulated by iron starvation. Two
classes can also be distinguished by their responses to additional signals.

Department of Chemistry

depending on dosage. Analogs of alkaloids may be equally or more
beneficial and without the serious side effects sometimes experienced.
Hence the synthesis of such compounds is important. An approach to the
synthesis of alkaloid analogs containing an extra N atom will be presented.

BONNIE WIELAND
- Professor Wade Tornquist, Sponsor
A Determination of Organic Functional Group Electrochemical
Reactivities. In previous investigations of electrochemical oxidation of
two-carbon organic fuels , we have hypothesized that the relative amounts
of CO and C02 generated are determined by the specific organic
functional groups present in the fuel molecule . We are testing this
hypothesis by investigating the oxidation of isotopically labeled compounds. This presentation discusses theory and experimental difficulties.
Some preliminary data for ethanol is presented.

JOHN GOLDSMITH
- Professor Maria C. Milletti, Sponsor
Multiple Hydrogen Bonding in Amine and Phenol Solvation by Lewis
Bases. Molecular orbital calculations are used to explore evidence of
mUltiple solvation to individual polar hydrogens by aprotic Lewis bases.
It has been proposed that multiple hydrogen bonding is expected to occur
when a phenol-amine complex and one or more bases are in a sterically
favorable conformation. In this work, ab initio calculations are used to
find an optimized geometry for the solvated complex and therefore
determine the nwnber and position of the hydrogen bonds .

CHRISTA HUGHES
- Professor Stepben Brewer, Sponsor
Advances in Rapid Analysis of Water for Contaminants. Conventional
techniques used to concentrate volatile contaminants from water for
subsequent gas chromatographic analysis are slow, taking up to ten
minutes. Conventional gas chromatographic analyses can take up to
thirty minutes. A new technique for reducing concentration times to two
minutes and analysis times to less than one minute will be described.
Limits of detection obtained for selected contaminants by use of the new
technique will be presented.

JEANETTE LaDUKE
- Professor Jose C, Vites, Sponsor
The Decomposition of Pollutants Using MetaJ-CataJyzed SonochernislrV.
As we become a more technological society, the amount of man-made
substances that find their way into our air, water, and soil increases.
Therefore, it is desirable to transform these substances into ones thatman
and nature can recycle. This presentation examines the decomposition of
poly aromatic hydrocarbons and pesticides in the presence of metals and
hydrogen gas under high energy ultrasound. Products are studied using
gas chromatography and mass spectrometry.

J, PATRICK LANCASTER
- Professor Wade Tornquist, Sponsor
Mechanistic and Kinetic Study of Ethylene Glycol Oxidation. In previous studies in the laboratory we determined, in general terms, two major
routes for ethylene glycol electrochemical oxidation. This study combined three analytical techniques to explore the fmer details of the two
mechanisms. A mathematical model has been developed that determines
the most probable ethylene glycol oxidation pathway and its reaction
kinetics. Results show thatmostmolecules are converted directly to CO2
through cleavage of the carbon-carbon bond.

YVONNE SCAGGS
- Professor Arthur Howard, Sponsor
An Amrroach to the Synthesis of Aza-alkaloids . Alkaloids, compounds
containing nitrogen and extracted from plants, are known to have
physiological effects . These effects can be beneficial or poisonous

Department of Communication and Theatre
Arts
DAN BEDORE, AMY BRUNER, CHRIS CASELLO,
LIZA FLEMING, MICHELE JACOKES, KEVIN
MUKHERJEE
- Professor Chris Foreman, Sponsor
"Forrest Gump" Meets Lee Iacocca: Bringing the Organizational Case
Study to "Life" in the College Classroom. In the field of organizational
communication the case study has become a widely accepted method of
teaching in the college classroom. In order to bring the case study to "life"
we offer a collection of case studies based upon the experiences of EMU
students. We also demonstrate how role playing case studies is an
effective way of enhancing student understanding of organizational
communication issues.

SANDRA CISNEROS
- Professor James Robinson, Sponsor
The Unknown Race. This paper presents the subject of interracial/ethnic
communication and its potential obstacles: race(ism), power, assumptions, language, non-verbal communication, and beliefs/values. These
obstacles pressure the communication process. To overcome them, an
interracial/ethnic communication transaction is described and analyzed.
Assertive communication is introduced to provide a tool for facilitating
effective and mutually satisfying interraci ai/ethnic communication transactions by the use of "I" messages.

CRISTINA DARGIS, CHELLE MARIE EHLERS, MEL
O'DOwn
- Professors Kathy Stacey (Communication and Theatre
Arts) and Georgea Langer (Teacher Education), Sponsors
The Valueof Service Learning in College Courses. Students will present
information about their fust hand experiences with service learning.
Their presentations will include: (1) reflections about the service
learning experience (2) the relationship between service learning and
meeting course objectives and (3) the value of service learning in meeting
students' personal goals and becoming community-minded.

CHRISTINA GARCIA
- Professor James Robinson, Sponsor
Stereotypes and Interracial Communication. An analysis of a personal
interracial communication transaction using five of six barriers to interracial communication and focusing on the effects of stereotypes. The five
barriers are race, power, non-verbal communication, beliefs/values, and
assumptions. The paper gives an overview of the relationship between
stereotypes and the five barriers and how this can affect everyday
communication.

STEVEN GOOSEN
- Professor John Cooper, Sponsor
I Heard a FIy. A 16mm film completed as an independent study, the
project is a visual adjunct to a short poem. The fUm explores the
construction of images as they coalesce to convey stasis and death. The
project demonstrates the lyric beauty that results when formalistic film
images serve as the handmaidens oflanguage. The poem, I Heard a Fly,
is read at the end of the ftlm.

GRETTA HORTON
- Professor Patricia Zimmer, Sponsor
Bringing Drama to the Playroom. Play is the work of preschool children.
They are "doers ." This presentation shows the design of "playshops"
created forparentlchild teams to promote interaction through the process
of non -performance-oriented creative drama. It explores the questions:
What aspect of drama is appropriate for preschoolers? What is to be
gained by involving parents and children together within the context of
drama? And fmally, what are methods for bringing drama to the
playroom?

DA VID CARL YLE PHILLIPS
- Professor Wallace Bridges, Sponsor
On Defining Greatness. A study of the characteristics that define and
justify an individual's greatness, this presentation discusses the "ordinary citizen's" responsibility to the greater human society and how this
has affected American society.

MARTHA PRINCE
- Professor John Cooper, Sponsor
Social Consequences of the "Information Su.perhighway. " This project
uses a book review on the societal consequences of broadcasting as a
starting point for analyzing similar consequences of the potential 500
channel universe . The project suggests that this impending
"narrowcasting" could isolate and aJienat.e many members of society.
Preliminary study suggests that broadcasting unifies society and that the
"Information Superhighway" may have Wlforeseen ·'potholes."

MICHAEL SAMMON
- Professors Sally McCracken (Communication and Theatre Arts) and Bette Warren (Mathematics), Sponsors
Codification of Faculty Council Organizational Procedures. Anin-depth
look at the structure, input, and communication climate of the faculty
council (FC) here at EMU. The presentation illustrates the role of FC at
the university and defmes the advisory capacity FC possesses with
respect to important issues of the university such as the university
calendar and budgeL

ANGELA ZANDER
- Professor John Cooper, Sponsor
A Longitudinal Analysis of the Portrayal of African Americans on
Television. This project originated as a book review of Blacks antiWhite
7V. The review examined the author's theme that the portrayal of African
Americans is not so far removed from minstrel shows of the past. This
project expands the book review into a literature review on the topic of
African American images on television.

Department of Computer Science
ANTHONY A. GALDIKAS
- Professor Hartmut Haft, Sponsor
An Exploration of Oscillating Systems with Mathemarica. This graphic
introduction to oscillating systems using Mathematica covers both

single and coupled oscillating systems. In addition, the presentation
explores the three kinds of damping in oscillating systems: underdamping,
overdamping and critical damping. MaJhemalica is used to animate the
systems as well as to solve the differential equations which describe the
movement

KAREN C. UEBERROTH
- Professor Michael Zeiger, Sponsor
Computer Literacy in the Year 2001. Today there are many people who
cannot use a computer. As we approach the next millennium, computer
literacy will be as important as "reading literacy ." I will present the
contents of a current class in computer literacy and a model showing the
potential evolution of computer literacy into three areas: application
literacy, information literacy, and technology literacy. All three areas of
literacy are essential to achieve the abilities needed for the year 2001 and
beyond.

SHELLY K. TRUSLER
- Professor Deb Figart, Sponsor
Welfare Reform: Pacifying the Symptoms and Blind to the Cause. This
presentation will focus on: (1) aspects of President Bill Clinton's welfare
reform, (2) pros and cons to his refonn movement and (3) why there is a
need for welfare in female-headed households . Clinton's reform movement will be compared and contrasted with what the states and other
countries are currently doing. Also. economic theory will be integrated
in regards to women's issues.

SUZANNE VIKSNE
- Professor Deb Figart, Sponsor
Child Care: The Labor Force Issue of Our Time. This presentation will
give an overview of child care options available to assist families in the
United States through the federal government, local government and
employers. Additionally, options available in France, Poland and Sweden will be discussed.

Real World Economics. Joan Robinson interprets economics to answer
the question: Does economic theory reflect reality? The development of
her theories in an atmosphere of conflict in the Cambridge intellectual
community are explored. The discussion includes both an investigation
regarding the validity of the Labor Theory of Value, which she challenged the next generation to pursue, and the effect her work has had on
the role of women.

DA VID J. GLASSMAN
- Professor David Crary, Sponsor
The Economic Outlook: 1994- 1996. This presentation provides a detailed economic forecast for the U.S. economy using econometric forecasting techniques. Specific emphasis is directed toward the construction
sector of the U.S. economy. Areas of special focus include the past
performance of the economy and the forecast model, evaluation and
adjustment for past forecast errors, selection of input values, and economic trends for the next eight quarters. The forecast output is generated
using the Eastern Michigan University forecasting model.

KEVIN J. LINDEN
- Professor Deb Figart, Sponsor
The 1994 Buick City Strike: An Updated Model. Traditional economic
theory models what typically happens during the collective bargaining
process. There is reason to believe, however, that it is no longer
applicable to contemporary negotiations between trade unions and employers. Observation ofrecent strikes at General Motors suggests that the
collective bargaining process may be following a panern opposite that
predicted. This presentation explores possible explanations of this new
trend.

ANDREW SHIER
- Professor Michael Vogt, Sponsor
The German Hyperinflation 1918-1923: Causes and Consequences. As
a result of both economic and political events, Germany experienced
phenomenal rates of inflation during the post-World War I period.
Peaking at an unbelievable 32.400% per month, the inflation first
benefited, then destroyed., the German economy. This presentation seeks
to identify the primary origins of the inflation, analyze its impact on
production and unemployment, describe the descent into true
hyperinflation and explain how the government stabilized the currency,
literally overnight.

KENNETH KARGES
- Professor Sandy Norton, Sponsor
Absurdity and "The Lottery." The author of this presentation develops
and supports the thesis thal Shirley Jackson's short story. ''The Lottery,"
is a parody of humanity's wish for irrunortality-of humankind , s propensity to euphemize or deny its final fate. The villagers of this story would
like lO believe thal they will live forever and that everything is right with
the world., but all around them and through them are signs and symbols
of their inevitable demise.

LORIVOLNY
- Professor William Tucker, Sponsor
Black English and Its Impact on the Teaching of Language Arts. This
presentation focuses on the ways in which curriculum and classroom
instruction can be modified to include the use of dialects, particularly
Black English vernacular. Included are specific teaching strategies
currently being used to provide students from diverse backgrounds with
meaningful experiences within a language arts curriculum, with special
emphasis on the area of writing instruction.

KA THLEEN WILSON
- Professor Sheila Ingerson, Sponsor
Creation Myths of Australia. This presentation deals with the ways in
which the tribes of Australia relate their beliefs of the creation period to
their lives and cultures today . These beliefs and practices include the
"Dream time" period and its importance, the belief in the creation of new
life in the present, and the importance of rituals and initiations.

JAMEY KETNER
- Professor Sandy Norton, Sponsor

Department of Economics
KATRINA M. COOK
- Professor Donald Pearson, Sponsor

Physician . As medical technology continues to advance, many chronically ill patients are seeking more control in their treatmenL Quality of
life and patient self-determination have become central issues in the
medical field . Focusing primarily on the area of nephrology, this
presentation offers a look at the changes in doctor-patient relationships
over the years.

Department of English Language and
literature
KAREN BERNDT
- Professor Nancy Allen, Sponsor
Campus Crime. This technical study explores the problem of crime on
the EMU campus through interviews with campus crime prevention
officers, a student-faculty survey and an investigation into crime prevention programs at other universities. The primary recommendation to
curtail crime on this campus is a bicycle patrol program.

MARK CHRISTENSEN
- Professor Bernard Miller, Sponsor
Eastern Michigan University: An Escape from Tourism. Traveling to
exotic locations can provide intense and exciting learning experiences,
but we must not forget that Eastern Michigan University provides a travel
experience unrivaled by that of any other location! At least, that is the
argument put forth in this paper, which was written as a description of
EMU and its environs forTravel and Leisure magazine. The paper treads
an invisible line between fact and fiction, yet avoids either of these
extremes.

wmSPER GREGORY
- Professor Harry Eiss, Sponsor
A Response to Anti-Feminism in WaJership Down. This presentation
provides a series of responses to allegations that the children's noveL
WaJership Down, is anti -womenandanti-ferninist The author's analysis
includes an examination of the narure of the hero myth and the contention
that, in many instances, apro-feministperspective is maintained throughout the novel.

ANGELA HERTLE
- Professor Sheila Ingersoll, Sponsor
Myth Full of Bull: The Threads of Animal Manifestations in Ancient
Cultures and Myths. In both ancient and more modern strains of
mythology, the bull and cow prominently establish themselves in the
cyclical tales of creation and death. These two important elements
evaluate and emulate the primal forces of virility and fertility which have
sustained societies throughout time. This project examines several of the
ancient myths to understand these primal forces.

KIMBERLY KAPRON
- Professor Philip Arrington, Sponsor
Who's in Charge?: Patient Autonomy and the Changing Role of the

Voices Within Voices Without: The Many Worlds of Gwendolyn
Brooks. Gwendolyn Brooks is a writer, a woman, an African American,
and she gi ves voice to all of these identities in her work. This presentation
addresses such issues as whether we read Brooks differently , or have
different expectations, once we are familiar with the author; whether
Brooks struggles to suspend the readers' tendency to separate themsel yes
from the world of her poems; and whether the stunning portraits Brooks
has created have given voice to the strength and diversity of the African
American community.

TRISA KLIPP
- Professor Sandy Norton, Sponsor
An Analysis of Sandra Runzo's "Adrienne Rich's Voice of Treason."
This presentation explores an idea pUl forth in Sandra Runzo's explication of Adrienne Rich's poetry, that the "voice" and "language" of
women is consistently viewed as so treacherous or threatening that they
musl be discouraged and silenced. The presentation is organized by four
categories: language, creation. compulsory domesticity, and evolution.

WENDY LePIORS
- Professor Heather Neff, Sponsor
Women Helping Women: The Instinct of Love in Toni Morrison's
Beloved. This presentation offers an examination of the complex
relationships among the women in Toni Morrison's novel, Beloved. The
presenter's thesis is thal insofar as these women do not stand injudgment
of one another, they provide a most significant paradigm of care,
understanding, and love that is unconditional.

CARIN C. STONIK
- Professor Sheila Ingersoll, Sponsor
Morgaine, Who Was Once Called Morgan Le Fay. This presentation
offers acomparative analysis ofthecharacler Morgan Le Fay in Malory's
Le Morte D'Arthur and the character of Morgaine in Marion Zimmer
Bradley's The Mists ofAvalon. The characters differ both physically and
spiritually, but most essentially the character of Morgan in Malory's tale
is a personification of the Christian view of woman as evil temptress.
luring men to wickedness, whereas Bradley's character of Morgaine is
the image of the Celtic goddess who is the giver of life, death, and beauty.

AKIKO TOYOHARA
- Professor Helen Aristar-Dry, Sponsor
The Differences Between Japanese and American Politeness Strategies.
The results of an extensive study into the differences between American
"direcmess" and Japanese "indirectness" in social discourse are reported
in this presentation. The results are not only very interesting and
revealing in themselves, but help to explain many causes of miscommunication between American and Asian people.

DepamnentofRne~

ALLENE B. BOUGHTON
- Professor Enen C. Schwartz, Sponsor
Medieval Madonna: A French Gothic Sculpture and its Provenance.
This presentation provides an analysis of a statuette of the Madonna and
Child located in the Toledo Museum of Art Through comparison to other
similar objects from the mid-fourteenth century, this Medieval Madonna
can be confirmed as a fme example of ivory carving from the lle-deFrance region around Paris.

JERRY ROBERT GOULETIE
- Professor Larry Freeman, Sponsor
The Deconstructed City. Presentation of a series of pen and ink drawings
and discussion of them from the standpoint of their social relevance and
art historical precedence. The central theme of the drawings deals with
the intrinsic violence that is often associated with contemporary cities.
This theme is maintained by using organic and inorganic subject maner
to convey a sense of visual anarchy and urban decay. These works
involve social commentary in the tradition of artists such as Francisco
Goya and Ben Shawn.

ROBERT THRONE
- Professor Igor Beginin, Sponsor
The Use of Mechanical Imagery in Watercolor. This presentation
discusses the use of mechanical imagery in watercolor painting from the
last quarter of this century. Specifically, ilTeviews the application of this
imagery and the artists' usage of mechanical supporting devices springs, bolts, screws, and the like - used in developing a painting for
visual and emotional impact A survey by slides covers contemporary
watercolor works, including some work by the presenter for comparison
and influence purposes .

Department of Foreign Languages and
Bilingual Studies
THERESA BAKER
- Professor Thomas R. Vosteen, Sponsor
Surrealism and the Phenomena of Automatic Writing and Objective
Chance. This presentation defines surrealism, according to the defmition
given by Andre Breton, and briefly explains the movement's primary
goals and objectives. The presentation focuses on two surrealist phenom-

em, automatic writing and "objective chance, .. and explains how they are
demonstrated in some of the most celebrated worlcsofBreton. The works
discussed includeL'Amour Fou, Les Vases Commv.niCanlS, andNadja.

JAMES L. BERIGAN ill, CATHERINE L. CHERNEY,
NAT AUE J. DA VIS, RACHEL K. EBERT, DAWN R.
EDWARDS, MA YUMI IS IllK AWA, LANA A. PARKER,
ANDREW R. PINCHOCK, PATRICIA M. WEYER, ZITA-ANN
M. STROTHER, FLORENCE S. WITTE

- Professor Sharon A. Robertson, Sponsor
Leaming GermanTIrrough Readers Theater. SrudentsofGermanpresent
a defInition of readers theater and describe the "rules of the game" and the
scripting process. They will present two short pieces. fIrst in English and
then in German. They will conclude by talking briefly about how the
experience helped them in learning German.

AIMEE GRANGER
- Professor John R. Hubbard, Sponsor
Right-Extremists in Gennany . Recent attacks by "skinheads" have once
again drawn attention to the extremist movement in Germany. This paper
compares neo -nazi groups with other right-wing political parties in
Germany after World Warn. I t describes the indignant response 0 f most
Germans to extremist violence. In recent state and federal elections the
political influence of the extreme right continues to dwindle, with
electoral support decreasing from 2.1 percent of the votes in 1990 to 1.9
percent in 1994.

TYLER VESS
- Professor Benjamin W. Palmer, Sponsor
Influences and Themes in French-Canadian Folk Music. There is a large
repertoire of French-Canadian folk music preserved by scholars and
currently performed by professional and amateur musicians. This repertoire is characterized by an eclectic style and has a profound influence on
modern popular culture in Quebec and other French-speaking regions in
Canada This paper examines the major themes and influences that have
defmed this unique music .

Department of Geography and Geology
BRENDA M. FOX
- Professor Gabriel Cherem, Sponsor
Cultural Knowledge: Bridging the Gap in Guest Service Delivery within
the Travel and Tourism Induslly. In today's global community, cultural
knowledge plays a vital role in the positive and effective delivery of guest
service. Various aspects of culture and how they relate to the guest/host
interaction are examined. Based on library research and four years of
work experience in tourism in Southeast Asia, practical advice on cultural
"do's" and "don'ts" will be presented.

MARY LOU FRENDT
- Professor Gabriel Cherem, Sponsor
Churchill, Manitoba: Cultures and Environments . "Polar Bear Capital
of the World" acknowledges one distinction of Churchill, Manitoba
Here, 450 miles south of the Arctic Circle, four indigenous cultures and
three ecosystems converge. Polar bears migrate here awaiting the
formation of ice on Hudson Bay. Utilizing native artwork, transparencies. research, and personal experience in the area, this presentation
examines the unique people, environment, and wildlife of this beautiful.
subarctic land.

SHARON HOUSTON
- Professor Carl F. Ojala, Sponsor
Deforestation and Its Effects on Climate. Deforestation has increased
dramatically in recent decades. Tropical rainforests have been the
primary victim, with about 51 million acres destroyed each year. Can
extensive deforestation such as this alter climate? The purpose of this
research is to examine this question. Projections of climate change
related to deforestation and actual case studies from the Amazon Basin
are analyzed. The hydrologic cycle and gaseous emissions are major
parameters examined.

Department of HiStory and Philosophy
GARY BARTZ
- Professor Philip Schmitz, Sponsor
Constantine the Great: A Force in the Early Church. The reign of
Constantine was a turning point in the history of Christianity. It was
during this period that the Christian sect emerged from persecution to
toleration and then to favor as the religion adopted by the Emperor
himself. This paper argues that Constantine became acquainted with
Christians and their practices during his early career of military service
and that his conversion to the Christian religion was a genuine religious
change as well as a strategic political move.

THERESA GRITT
- Professor Joseph Engwenyu, Sponsor
Portraits in Strength: Life in Apartheid South Africa-The Lives of Five
Black South Africans. A comparative paper demonstrating the effects the
policies of segregation and apartheid had on the daily activities of black
South African men and women focuses on the experiences of five
individuals . The lives of two women and three men are examined in the
context of traditional, economic, and societal structure.

DEBORAH GRYNIEWICZ
- Professor Richard Goff, Sponsor
Fires of Resistance: A Study of the ZOB in the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising
of 1943. This presentation gives an overview of the involvement of the
Jewish Fighting Organization (ZOB) in the 1943 uprising of the Warsaw
Ghetto. It focuses on dissension between political factions in the Jewish
underground, their repeated efforts to form a united front, and the fmal
organization of the ZOB. It also addresses the ZOB 's efforts to obtain aid
from the Polish underground and the fail ure of most Poles to provide any
assistance.

RAYMOND C. SCHEPANSKY
- Professor Robert M. Citino, Sponsor
Omitted Consideration: The DevelQPlllent of German Defensive Doctrine, 1917-1941. In 1941. the German Army ' s doctrine for defensive
operations was nearly identical to that used by the old Imperial Army of
the fmal years of World War I. The doctrinal practice of Elastic Defense
(in depth) had been only slightly amended and updated by the invasion
of Russia Consequently, although the GennanArmy ofl941 embraced
an offensive doctrine suited for a war of rapid maneuver, it still remained
firmly rooted in a defensive doctrine created out of the positional warfare
of World War I.

DA VID STRAND
- Professor Thomas Franks, Sponsor
The Absurd: A Philosophical and Literary Analysis ofSoren Kierkegaard' s
Fear and Tremblini. The Abraham-Isaac story as found in Genesis 22
is one of absence. Johannes de Silentio, the pseudonymous author of
Fear and Trembling, attempts to flil in this absence, but ends only in

silence, as his pseudonym may suggesL Johannes tries to understand
Abraham's dilernmain both human and ethical terms, but fails . Fearand
Trembling is then shown as one step toward faith am idst a religious
snuggle with the absurdities of religious faith.

AMBER CLARK
- Professor Daniel Foster, Sponsor

DA VID STRAND
- Professor Bonnie Brereton, Sponsor

nus

Mvstical Union within the Upanishads. The phenomenon of mys tical
union is explored within the Hindu Scripture, the Upanishads. This
presentation first classifies mystical union within the broader category of
mystical experiences. The development of the term Brahman is then
investigated as it changed from a ritual formula into an understanding of
Ultimate Reality itself. Finally, the union between the two seemingly
different concepts of Brahman and Atman is explored, set amidst the
historical context during which the Upanishads were written.

JOHN WAGNER
- Professors Richard D. Goff and H. Roger King, Sponsors
Saints, Sirmers, and Suffrage: The Relationship Between Political Representation and Criminal Justice in Massachusens Bay, 1630-1635 . This
presentation investigates the inverse relationship between political representation and criminal justice in the Massachusetts Bay colony from
1630 to 1635. Statistical evidence and illustrative examples show that
after each significant increase in the extent of the colonial franchise,
substantial reductions occurred in both the frequency of criminal prosecution and in the severity of related punishmenL

Department ofMathematics
JENNIFER McLAUGHLIN
- Professor David C. Jobnson, Sponsor
Researching Calculator Use in the Classroom . Calculator use in the
classroom has become a popular and controversial issue among educators
today. Advocates stress that calculators can enhance the teaching of
math, while critics argue that use of the tool inhibits the learning of certain
skills. A survey was distributed to the teachers (K-6) in three schools to
discover their opinions on the subjecL This presentation reveals these
fmdings.

STEPHANIE O'CONNOR
- Professors Carla Tayeh and John Ginther, Sponsors
Multiple Indicators of Problem . Solving Ability in an Elementary School
Classroom . This presentation focuses on alternative assessment tools for
measuring problem-solving ability in the elementary school mathematics classroom. Specific examples of open-ended problems, writing
prompts , journals, interviews, and observation techniques which were
developed for a fourth grade class are shared in addition to an analysis
o f student problem-solving ability and the implications for the elementary classroom teacher.

Department ofMusic
JE"'NIFER BILBIE
- Professor Derek Weller, Sponsor
Performance of George Frideric Handel's Sonata No . 3 in G major for
String Bass and Piano . This sonata is one of a group of six that Handel
composed for violin and piano. Played on the violin, these sonatas are
often used to introduce technical elements of playing to an advancing
studenL Transcribed for the string bass, the pieces become more
challenging and afford the musician an opportunity for virtuosic display.

Causes and Treatments of Overuse Injuries in Musicians. Overuse
injuries are the most common types of injuries suffered by musicians.
Tendinitis and carpal turmel syndrome are examples of overuse injuries.
presentation focuses on overuse injuries from the musician' s point
of view . It highlights the leading causes of musicians' overuse injuries,
as well as the most effective treatments. Attention is given to musicians '
special needs in dealing with performance injuries .

YU-TING FAN, violinist, SARAH LEE, pianist
- Professor Daniel Foster, Sponsor
Performance of "Recitativo and Scherzo," by Kreisler. and "Scherzo in
C minor."by Brahms. Fritz Kreisler (1875-1961), one of the most· loved
violinists of this century, was also known as a composer of charming
virtuosic pieces for violin and piano. The "Recitativo and Scherzo," Gp.
6 is one of his very few unaccompanied violin pieces. Johannes Brahms
(1833-1897) wrote the "Scherzo in C minor" in 1853, as the third
movement of a joint sonata for violin and piano, to celebrate the birthday
of violinist Joseph Joachim. Robert Schumann composed the second and
fourth movements, and his pupil Albert Dietrich wrote the first. Today
this "Scherzo" is usually performed alone.

MATTHEW KAZMIERSKI (Lois Kaarre, accompaniment)
- Professor Whitney Prince, Sponsor
Concerto for Marimba and Orchestra by Ney Rosauro I. S audacao (Greetings) II.Lamento CLamentHII.Danca (Dance) IY.Despedida (Farewell).
The young composer, Ney Rosauro, who specializes in music for marimba and other percussion instruments, composed his Concerto for
Marimba and Orchestra in 1986. Like Milhaud (the composer of the ftrst
marimba concerto), he uses Brazilian and Jazz elements along with
irregular rhythmic panerns and other modern techniques-but with a
decidedly different outcome. The traditional fast-slow-fast pattern is
augmented by an inserted third movement, entitled "Dance"; this prepares the fmal"Farewell" and balances the long central "Lament," which
displays the wide variety oftextures and sounds of the skilled percussion
soloist Robert L. Lustig, from the performance notes of "Rebounds" by
Evelyn Glennie.

JANICE SCHLAFF
- Professor Armand Abramson, Sponsor
"Premiere Rhapsodie" by Claude Debussy. Debussy was born in SaintGermain-en-Laye, on August 22, 1862. Despite Debussy's protests, he
is known as an impressionistic composer. The music changes freely
without the listener actually pinpointing where the change begins. He
wrote "Premiere Rhapsodie" between 1903 and 1905 . The term
"rhapsodie" refers to a composition that has irregular form . Debussy ' s
"Premiere Rhapsodie" is a piece that has a number of different moods
strung together with vague, atmospheric transitions .

CYNTffiA STEMPLE
- Professor Marilyn N. Saker, Sponsor
Analysis of Fugue 21. B-flat Major. Book I. The Well-Tempered Qavier
by Joharm Sebastian Bach . The fugues written by 1. S. Bach are the best
known of this style of composition. This presentation gives an overview
of the basic structure of fugal properties, as well as a brief di.s cussion of
the origin of Bach 's fugues. This presentation focuses on the structural
aspects of Fugue 21 and includes both melodic and form analyses.

ZffiHUATANG
- Professor Dady Mebta, Sponsor
"Scarbo" from "Ga5J?ard de la nuit" by Maurice Ravel. Ravel was
inspired by three poems written by Aloysius Bertrand as the basis for his
composition of "Gaspard de la nuit" "Scarbo," the last work in this set,
is an atmospheric setting of a poem about the ghost of nighttime. Scon

Goddard has written that "Scarbo" may be considered " ...the most
important pianoforte work which has come from Ravel's imagination."
The teclmical aspects of this composition include immense difficulties
that provide example of supreme writing for the piano.

Department of Physics and Astronomy
CHRISTINE KRUSE
- Professor Norbert Vance, Sponsor
Internet Resources for Science Education in the Elementary Schools.
Modern elementary school science teachers have an amazing new wealth
of educational sources available to them through the Internet This
presentation focuses on opportunities for integrating information technologies into the classroom with an emphasis on science education
resources in astronomy.

TEDVOSK
- Professor Weidian Shen, Sponsor
Site Asymmetry in Scanning Tunneling Microscopy of Graphite. Site
asymmetry is a well known phenomenon in surface images of graphite
obtained through the methods of scanning tunneling microscopy. It has
been reported, however, that under certain strictly controlled conditions
"site selective" imaging can be done. Through various methods. this
srudy sought to duplicate this "site selection" capability under relaxed
experimental conditions. This presentation includes the results of these
efforts as well as possible explanations of these results.

JEFFREY MICHAEL WILSON
- Professor Norbert Vance, Sponsor
Observ ations of Periodic Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9lmpacts w ith Jupiter
in the Visual and Radio CDecametric) Spectrum. FromJuly 16-22. 1994,
Periodic Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9's 20 large-fragment impact areas
were not within direct visual observation from Earth. however, some
resultant effects and energies from the impacts were recorded at Shener
Observatory. This presentation focuses on images and data collected
using a 10" refractor with a CCD camera for visual observations and a
DDRR Loop-Antenna radio telescope which capturedradio disturbances
in the decametric frequencies during the impacts.

ELIZABETH W ATKINS
- Professor Siba Grovogui, Sponsor
JFK. Self-Determination. and the Congo Crisis. Three main factors

JANICE HABARTH
- Professor Karen B. Ehrlich, Sponsor

SELENA NICOLE WILLIAMS
- Professor Linda Hemmelgarn, Sponsor

influenced Kennedy administration decision-making during the Congo
crisis: self-determination for new African countries, U.S. containment
policy toward communism, and pressure exerted by interest groups
(namely, big businesses). Since the flTst two played minorroles, it was the
pressure from big businesses that swayed Kennedy administration policy
decisions in the Congo crisis.

The Emotional Rainbow : Comparative Definitions at Eastern Michigan
Universirv. Both psychologists and anthropologists have questioned the
universality of emotions. This presentation focuses on the relativity of
emotional experiences, highlighting college students' unique definitions
of conunon emotion terms. This research suggests that emotions are not
only cuI rurally relative. but also relative to individuals within the same
culture.

Angels Above Us. This piece was created to give recognition to all the
men, women. and children who have died of AIDS in the United States.
It is a representation of how AIDS has an impact on human beings that
are not infected by the disease. The performer worked hard for five
months to educate herself on the emotional effects of AIDS.

Department of Psychology

GWEN HARRIGAN
- Professor E. L. Cerroni-Long, Sponsor

JOSHUA COHEN
- Professor Dennis Delprato, Sponsor

Mexican Art in Cultural and Historical Context. How does art reflect
culture? How does culture produce art? How does history affect both of
these processes? In this presentation an attempt is made at applying an
interdisciplinary perspective to answering these questions. The study
focuses on how Mexican art has changed in form and function over the
years and how this is related to change in cultural structure.

Department ofSpecial Education

Traditional vs . Modem Views on Hypnosis. Modem science is slowly
maJcing the transition from cause/effect lineal relationships to an interactive field/system view. This has implications for the area of hypnosis.
This paper examines, investigates and explains how the field/system
view rnighthe1p us better understand hypnosis. It suggests that participation. cooperation and involvement are much more descriptive of
hypnosis than the notion of a trance forced onto someone.

JASON HARPER
- Professor Kenneth Rusiniak, Sponsor
Neurological Processes in Spatial Abilities. This project reviewed the
literarure in neuropsychology on how the brain represents and processes
spatial information and how spatial abilities are affected by brain damage. Effects of damage to the cerebral cortex, to older areas of the cortex
and to other areas of the brain are summarized_ Support for the idea that
spatial abilities are a function of the right hemisphere are assessed.

JAMES SCHUTTE
- Professor Dennis Delprato, Sponsor

Department of Political Science

Are We Teaching? Are We Learning? This paper argues for a field/
systems approach to education and against education's implicit adherence to lineal mechanistic views regarding how we teach and learn. I
suggest that compartmentalization of content and the entire instructional
process. as well as external and coercive control ofleamers as fostered by
lineal mechanism, detract from learning. On the other hand, the field/
system places emphasis on interdependence and self-control promotes
active participation and learning as its own reward.

MATTHEW R. HADER
- Professor Siba Grovogui, Sponsor

Department of Sociology, Anthropology,
and Criminology

Organizational Decision-Making in U.S. Foreign Policy. The making of
United States foreign policy involves many different players. Each of
these players contributes significantly to the decision-making process.
Occasionally, one of these players is pushed out of the process with
regrettable consequences. As the relationships change within the foreign
policy structure, there are several consequences which we can consider
regarding the impact on the decision-making strucrure itself and the
direction of U.S. foreign policy.

JAMES DWYER
- Professors E. L. Cerroni-Long (Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminology) and Roger D. Long (History and
Philosophy), Sponsors

KIMBERLY STRICKLAND
- Professor Siba Grovogui, Sponsor
A Crisis Policy Toward Africa Ortly Hurts American Interests. The
decolonization of Africa in the late 1950s brought about policy development for the United States that the State Department and other branches
of govenunent were ill-equipped to form. The U.S. government decided
to deal with one crisis at a time. This created an unstable atmosphere that
not only caused harm to former colonies, but was harmful both monetarily and militarily to the United States.

Colonial Appetites: New-World Plants in the Old World. It is often
assumed that the massive process of culture contact triggered by Westem
colonial expansion was characterized by the imposition of the colonizers'
cultural patterns upon the colonized. The area of food habits, however,
is perhaps the one in which acculturation was truly mutual. By using a
combined anthropological and historical perspective, this paper analyzes
the impact on Western civilization of the introduction and popularization
of food staples flTst encountered in colonial settings .

SUSAN SCHNEIDER
- Professor Jay Weinstein, Sponsor
Twenrv-Thirty: Visions for Education. The United States stands at a
crossroad regarding the education of its young citizens. The opinions of
the futurists vary widely as to the direction education will take in the 21st
cenrury. Some believe that education will become privatized. Others
believe that schools of choice will be the norm. Others believe there will
be little or no change . Certainly we determine the future of education by
what we do or do not do today.

Women's Studies Program
VANESSA WAYNE
- Professors Lucy Liggett (Communication and Theatre
Arts) and Margaret Crouch (Women's Studies Program),
Sponsors
How We Look : Cinematic Shifts in the Image, the Gaze, and Gender
Politics. In the world of a film, the images actively display themselves
as the audience passively watches. However, as the audience leaves the
theatre these images can continue to function through personal politics.
This presentation examines the activity of images, the passive yet
ubiquitous gaze promoted by Laura Mulvey yet altered by Sander Lee,
and the politics within the world within the filin in and out of the movie
theatre using Alfred Hitchcock and ''Thelma and Louise".

COLlEGE OF EDUCATlON

Department of Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance
JAMES DORAN, MELISSA SCHUMACHER
- Professor Marisa Miller, Sponsor
An Athletic Trainer's Understanding of Rotator Cuff Problems Associated with the Overhand Athlete. This presentation focuses on the
anatomy and biomechanics of the overhand athlete. Further considerations addressed in this presentation include: (1) evaluation. (2) treatment
and (3) rehabilitation of a rotator cuff injury .

TAMARA S. HELSOM
- Professor Sandra McClennen, Sponsor
Theories of Bilingual Education Applied to Students with Mental Retar·
dation. When students qualify for bilingual education services, there is
controversy as to the language of instruction: English or the native
language? This controversy is compounded when the qualifying student
also has mental retardation. This presentation describes the controversy,
then suggests the best approach based on the literature, characteristics of
students with mental retardation and the presenter's qualitative research.

JUDY MUENCH
- Professor Sandra McClennen, Sponsor
Comparative Analysis of Programs for Children Pre-Natally Exposed to
Crack Cocaine. This presents the results of a search to discover the most
effective learning environment for children who have been exposed prenatally to crack cocaine. The results suggest early intervention and
assistance for the mother to be the primary elements for success. The
most successful school programs consist of a low teacher-srudent ratio.
behavior management strategies based on positive reinforcement, a
consistent routine, a multidisciplinary team and a developmentally
appropriate play-based curriculum.

COLlEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Department ofAssociated Health
Professions
STACIE LAWRENCE
- Professor Ben Atchison, Sponsor
Occupational Therapy in the School System: Making the Most of
Inclusion. A Pilot Study . Inclusive education is driven by this philosophy: If one learns to function in an inclusive educ~onal env~onm.ent,
then one can function in an inclusive society. inclUSive educanon gives
children with disabilities an opportunity to interact in "normal" classrooms with age appropriate peers. Tremendous controversy surrounds
the idea of inclusion. It is the author's hypothesis that lack oflcnow ledge
about, fears of, and attirudes toward inclusion limit the use of inclusion
education to benefit children who are entitled to this opportunity.

VONDA M. MEDER
- Professor Judith Olson, Sponsor
Physical Agent Modalities: A Survey of Occupati~nal Therapists' ~se
and Views. Occupational therapists' use of phYSical agent modalities
(P AMs) is a controversial issue with the profession. This presentation
highlights the results of a survey distributed to 100 occupational therapists. The purpose of the survey was to determine the percentage of
occupational therapists who use P AMs, which P AMs they use most
frequently, how often they use them, the type of training they have which
qualified them to use them and their personal beliefs on the use of PAMs.

COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

respond in case of a hazardous material spill is a very important step in
proteCting responders, the public. and the environment. This project is
an example of a response plan for a site which stores hazardous chemicals.

Coatings Research Institute

YVONNE SCAGGS
- Professor John Preston, Sponsor

URSULA MARKOWSKI
- Professor John MassingiU, Sponsor

Blood Sugar Monitor~. This presentation demonstrates the program
Blood Sugar MonitorC by using the features of the database program
Microsoft Access~. The use of this tool can help diabetics monitor their
daily regimen so that they can keep excellent control of their blood sugar
under doctor supervision.

Determination of Water in Coatings Volatiles Utilizing Gas Chromatog~ nus project anempts to improve upon the current ASTM D379286 method of quantitative detennination of water content in water
reducible coatings. The significance of the project is aresultof increased
environmental concern to lower VOC. The coating is analyzed by
utilizing a Gas Chromatograph with automatic sampler. The experimentation anempts to improve reproducibility on different days and repeatability by different operators. The presentation shows the accuracy of
Gas Chromatography analysis of coatings.

Department of Interdisciplinary Technology
MARK R. HOORNSTRA
- Professor Gerald "Skip" Lawver, Sponsor
Hazardous Materials: Site Rewnse Plan for Edwards Brothers Inc.
Hazardous material spills are becoming a more recognized problem.
They pose environmental dangers and health risks. Planning how to

BONNlE R.W. SHEFFIELD
- Professor Gerald "Skip" Lawver, Sponsor
Off-site Response Standard Operating Procedures for Arrowhead Nurs m,. A hazardous material site plan for Arrowhead Nursery for the safety
of the workers and the community is described. nus presentation shows
the need for a site plan for any facility that uses and/or stores hazardous
materials. Further concerns discussed are the safety of the firefighter and
the environment, and the availability of Material Safety Data Sheets.

ANGELAZEPP
- Professor Taki Anagnostou, Sponsor
The Effect of Pigment Particle Size on the Color Development of Latex
PainL The size of pigment particles detennines the color they will
produce. Pigment samples of various grind times were used to tint white
latex paint. The pigment particle size and the color of each sample was
determined. This presentation visually demonstrates changes in color
due to variations in particle size.

We extend our sincere appreCiation to the many offices and individuals whose
assistance serves to enhance the success of Symposium XV. A generous and diverse
source offinancial contributions allows us to recognize the academic achievements of
nearty 150 students mentored by more than 85 faculty sponsors. We acknowledge:
Continuing Education
Graduate School
Office of Research Development
Office of the President
University Honors Program

Ned's Bookstore
Chrysler Corporation
Detroit Edison
Parke-Davis Phannaceutical Research

In addition, luncheon table sponsorships have been secured from University offices,
including:
Alumni Relations
Campus Life
Corporate Education Center
Division of Business and Finance
Human Resources
Learn & Serve: America/AmeriCorps
Office of Development
Office of Financial Aid
Parking Control
THE LIFELINES COMPANY
University Planning, Budgeting and Analysis

Auxiliary Enterprises
Center for Entrepreneurship
Department of Interdisciplinary Technology
EMU/AAUP
Intercollegiate Athletics
Office of Admissions
Office of Executive Vice President
Office of Legal Affairs
Student Government
University Computing
World College

Appointed by the California State University, Northridge Board of Trustees, May 20, 1992,
Dr. Blenda J. Wilson is the third president of CSU, a 353 acre campus with a student population of 29,000, 1,000 faculty and 1,200 staff.
Wilson, 52 is the former chancellor of the University of Michigan, Dearborn. She is a
nationally known speaker on higher education policy issues and in May 1992, spoke before
a United States Senate Subcommittee on higher education.
She began her career in higher education administration at Rutgers University in New
Jersey in 1969. She was senior associate dean at the Harvard University Graduate School
of Education from 1972-1982. As executive director of the Colorado Commission on
Higher Education, she served as an officer in the governor's cabinet.
With the Association of Governing Boards of University and Colleges, Wilson serves on
both the Advisory Council of Presidents and the Program Advisory Group for State Governing Boards. She is past chair of the American Association of Higher Education
and a commissioner of the Education
Commission of the States. Wilson serves
on numerous governing boards, including
the board of trustees of the Children's
Television Workshop, the 1. Paul Getty
•
Trust, the Board of Directors of Union
Bank, The Achievement Council, and the
International Foundation for Education
and Self-Help.

BLE NDA J WI LSO N PH D

Wilson earned a bachelor's degree in
English and secondary education at
Cedar Crest College, a master's in education at Seton Hall University, and a Ph.D.
in higher education administration at
Boston College. Her two main objectives
as president of CSUN are to redefine
academic excellence in 21 st century tenns
by incorporating the knowledge and skills
required in a global marketplace and to
create a cohesive definition of community
and individual dignity within a richly
multicultural environment.
Dr. Wilson, awarded an honorary doctorate from Eastern Michigan University in
December 1990, is praised for her
engaging and challenging speaking
ability. A dynamic and successful role
model, we welcome her back to
Michigan and to the College of Arts
and Sciences Undergraduate Symposium,
EMU's showcase of academic excellence.
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